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CALL REPORTDocument's Author: Joseph Masih/ARRB Date Created: 02/28/97 The Players Who initiated the 

call? Review Board's representative in the call: Joseph MasihPostal Service's representative in the call: Betty 

BallDescription of the Call Date: 02/24/97Subject: Postal RIFSSummary of the Call:Betty Ball called on Monday 

afternoon regarding the letter/fax and disk sent to her regarding the Postal RIFs and documents. She said that 

for five of the completed RIFs on the disk that she believes that the actual doucments exist, but that they are 

just photocopies and that the originals must have been given to the Review Board. I told her that I 

crosschecked the print-out, displaying the RIFs on the disk, with the actual RIFs and documents, and found 

that there is no hardcopy of the RIFs, with accompanying documents, in the collection we received from the 

Postal Inspection Service.I told her it might be possible that while prefering the originals, if they do not exist 

then we will take the copies. Regarding the two completed RIFS which show some kind of redaction that she is 

trying to figure out what happened. As for the other incomplete RIFs on the disk she confirmed our belief that 

they were data entry errors.I asked that pursuant to the ARRB letter dated February 7, that she delete those 

RIFs not pertaining to assassination records and that she explain in wiriting the status of the other seven RIFs 

which appear to pertain to records or show some kind of redaction. She agreed to the recommendation.Don't 

forget to compose individual Action Item documents for any action items that resulted from the call!
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